Developing Thematic GIS Database Integrating Road Network Management System: A Review
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Abstract - The urban road network plays a crucial role in the urban spatial structure. It is the key city social-economy activities and transportation carrier. Know a day due to high number of vehicles and the condition of road. In running the activities, the City requires the data and information that are more accurate and relevant to the field of development planning and the availability of accurate data and information become a very important part in supporting the management and accident study of an area development planning decisions of government. Therefore, in this study will develop a thematic platform of GIS-based database applications to help government area of the City to explore and exploit the potential for economic progress and development of the road network with the administrative area for analysis of accident study and to provide/prepare GIS based information management system. Development of a GIS database that will be made to have the ability to store large volumes of data which can later be used for a variety of GIS-based application that covers some essential thematic elements, i.e. high school data base information system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Transportation System is a critical component of urban infrastructure and the link of the city. It plays a significant role in the economic growth of that cities. An efficient route planning and accessibility facilitate and produce sustainable development. Road network data allows to enable a variety of services and source of information which include accident data analysis using thematic mapping methods. Complicated networks data of roads require analysis to expand the movement of people, goods, services, and the flow of resources in well manner. The non-spatial data of the road network is collected to develop the database (catalogue) of road network and an optimal route. The result of analysis includes the directions to travel on that route. GIS based road management system applications are used broadly by in different areas of transportation planning and engineering, from infrastructure planning, design and management, traffic safety analysis, transportation impact analysis, public transit planning and operations to intelligent transportation systems.

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Jones et al., (1996), A study on traffic accidents using GIS and spatial-temporal methods was done in 1996 in Norfolk, UK. In this study K-function analysis method was used for identifying the presence or absence of hotspot clustered. The researchers, by finding centralized clustered accidents, were able to reduce the number of accidents in these spots.

Richard C. Smith et.al,(2001), this study tries to bridge the gap between the desire to implement highway safety analysis within an organization and the development of a Geographic Information System – Transportation (GIS-T) infrastructure to support that effort which includes how GIS manages road network data and how in GIS route data are different from road network data, the benefits that GIS technology offers in general analyses, including display, spatial, and network evaluations, as well as cell-based modelling as well as the process of integrating GIS and safety data.

Jemil Awel (2007), study on GIS based road network analysis in the sub city of Adis Abeba, this study use GIS software for analysing, integrating and displaying information(data’s). by using distance by taken as impedance in order to find the best path and the closest facility and that of travel time is taken as independence in order to find the service area.

Anuj Bariar1 et al, This study present work deals with the development of geospatial database for urban planning through the use of satellite data and other collateral data under GIS environment. By using digital data is used for the various thematic layers generated include land use pattern, road network, water supply, solid waste disposal, soil map, ground water potential map, etc. and these have been integrated with socio-economic and demographic data of the city to model the urban growth of the city.

Richard C. Smith et.al,(2001), this study tries to bridge the gap between the desire to implement highway safety analysis within an organization and the development of a Geographic Information System – Transportation (GIS-T) infrastructure to support that effort which includes how GIS manages road network data and how in GIS route data are different from road network data, the benefits that GIS technology offers in general analyses, including display, spatial, and network evaluations, as well as cell-based modelling as well as the process of integrating GIS and safety data.
Ritesh R Kakade (2013), Study to prepare Road Network Analysis Using Geo-informatic Technique for Akola City. This study discuss on network analysis aims at finding solutions to routing problems related to reversibility, rate of flow, and network connectivity. It helps in finding efficient route for services to be provided like finding the closest service area like hospitals to during accidents, to find the closest police stations to a crime scene and the closest store to a shopper’s address by easily finding a modest route between the required locations or one that visits several locations, people usually tries to take as the best route.

2.1 Finding from Literature

Currently GIS is critical method for thematic map analysis for easily understand for the user and combination of road information(spatial and non spatial) together. There are some new features that are commonly encountered on road networks which may current difficulties: for example, streets with different access permissions or turning restrictions, setup a new speed breakers with in short distance in the cities and the illness of the road. The network should also can take new information and recalculate routes. To carry out such operations it is important to construct an appropriate network information. Therefore, the integral capabilities of the technology offered in a GIS were looked upon as one having a great potential to successfully accommodate to the specified requirements. In addition to this when we observe Google earth provides the route that can be followed between any two points selected, but the route would be shown by using the major roads only. But the route displayed would not consider the short paths or any obstacles; it is a major disadvantage when the route has lots of obstacles like accidents, road damage due to floods, road repair as well as establishment of new speed breakers etc. With the help of ArcGIS, it would overcome these problems by showing the shortest path weighing all the routes available between the points selected by using information on the route that is provided would be the best considering all the alternatives.
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